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' metal band B it passes at ?rst in front of a

suitable polishing or grinding device S, which
ject of the Emperor of Germany, residing at removesan y unevenness or stains. Then the
Berlin, Germany, have invented certain new band’passes around the guide-roller R and
and useful Improvements in Galvanic Proc over tank F, containing a solution of _dou—
esses for‘ Making Metal Paper in Endless ble sul?d of alkali-—for.instance, ?ve parts
Strips; and I do hereby declare the following of'_ alkali- metal trisul?d and one hundred
' to be a full, clear, and exact description of the parts of water. In said tank a brush-cylinder
invention, such as will enable others skilled in X, lined with tufts of long and soft hair, is so
Beitknown that LCARL ENDRUWEIT, a sub

10 ‘

the art to which it appertains to make and. use

the same.
r[this invention relates to a process for pro
ducing-metallic deposits upon paper. This
,“ metal paper,” as it is called, has heretofore
.15 been made only in single‘sheets of certain
_sizes---as, for instance, described in ‘United

arranged that it .is immersed as it rotates in
> the liquid and moistens the under side of the

metal band B with the solution continually.
The object of moistening the band with this
solution is to obtain a sul?d layer upon the

polished band not perceptible to the eye, said
layer acting as a- condncting medium.

The

States Patent No. 51/0,0l3'-and consequently band next passes over a wiper Z, of rubber or 70
its production has been small and its use con~ other suitable material, which removes any
excess of moisture. The band is then care
?ned to certain limits.
‘
A The object of the present invention is to fully rinsed by passing over a suitable rins

provide a method and means ‘for producing ing device V, the wiper serving as a guard to
the water from running into the tank
metal paper-in endless rolls or strips of any prevent
F.
Thereupon
the band in passing over suit 75,
desired dimensions or designs.
,
‘ In order to carry my invention into prac

ably-arranged rollers R is immersed in a

tice, I employ a simple apparatus, which is nickel-bath N, where the band receives a very
illustrated in its preferred form in the accom thin layer of nickel. The band is next im~
. mersed in a copper-bath K. As the vat con~
panying drawings, wherein-'
.
'
Figure 1 is a perspective View of one end of raining the copper-bath is longer than that of

'

' the apparatus, showing the component parts the nickel-bath mentioned, the copper layer
thereof; and Fig. 1a is a similar view of the deposited is relatively thicker than the nickel
ayer. This copper layer serves as a rein-.
opposite end.
.
_
The ordinary plates used heretofore in the forcement for the ‘thin nickel layer. The
production of metal paper are here dispensed anode~plates A in these baths are shaped cor0 85
with, an endless metal band B being ‘substi responding to the manner in which the band
tuted therefor, which is guided over a number .is guided and are directly connected with a
‘of insulated rolls R, suitably arranged in a battery or other source of current. When the
band is past the last of the baths, it is
‘frame. The width of said metal band corre metal
thoroughly
scraped or cleaned by means of a .90
sponds to the width of the‘ metal paper to be
produced. The outer surface of said metal brush 0.. Here also is seen a second wiper
band B maybe smooth or may contain any suit-_ Z, which leadsback any excess of liquid into

able and appropriate design to be transferred the tank K.‘ , It also prevents the water used
upon the paper, or it may be provided with in the washing from entering said tank. After
a high polish and may be burnished or lightly its second washing the band passes beneath 95
engraved or impressed to present designs of a glue-boiler L, which is heated by steam in
kinds. A continuous revolving motion is any suitable manner,and is provided with any
115 all
imparted to the rolls R from any suitable suitable means, as brush P, for applying the
source, whereby the metal band B is moved agglutinant. ~I preferably add to the latter
in the direction indicated by the arrow. This a solution of hydrosul?d of ammonia, mer=
motion may be accelerated at will by increas captan, or allyl sul?d. This'is valuable, as
ing the speed of the guide-rollers R more or either of these solutions has a peculiar a?inity
. less, according'to the metallic deposits intend for metal and causes the metal deposit to rig
ed for the paper. During the travel of the idly adhere to the paper. The agglutinant
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employed is usually animal glue, and?this per: by electrodepositing a ?lm of metal upon _

. alone is hardly adequate for forming a per

a continuously-moving metal surface or end
manent adhesive for the metal deposit and less
metal belt, which consists in ?rst prepar
The paper is then fed from Web 0 be ing said’ ‘belt by polishing and washingthe 45
‘tween two rubber pressing-rolls'G, together same, then passing it through a. solutiouof
with the band B, and adheres to the latter. alkali-metal trisul?d and water, removing any

> paper.

The band here passes through a drier T, excess-of ‘moisture from the belt, then pass
where the pasting material is dried. On issu ping
itv-through‘ an electrolytic bath of nickel,
ing therefrom the paper detaches itself from next through a. bath of copper
and subse
the band and is, wound upon roll W.

quently'washing'the belt, applying an agglu
tinant to the electrodeposited metal, transfer

Having now fully described my said inven

tion, what I claim by Letters Patent is—

ring said electrodeposited metal upon a paper

_ _1. An improved method of making metal pa

. web by causing the paper to wind itself upon
55
per by electrodepositing a ?lm of metal upon ’the7 belt under pressure
and thereafter drying
a continuously-moving metal surface or end the belt and stripping the metal paper there
less metal belt, which consists in ?rst treat from, substantially as. described.
'
ing said belt with a solution of alkali-metal
- 4. An improved method of making metal pa
trisul?d and water, then exposing it to the
by electrodepositing a film of metal upon
action of an electric current in a galvanic aper
continuously-moving metal surface or end
20 metal-depositing bath, applying an aggluti
metal belt having ornamental ?gures or
nant t0 the electrodeposited metal and ‘trans less
designs
engraved thereon, which consists in
ferring said electrodeposited met-a1 upon a ?rst preparing
said belt by polishing and
paper web by winding said paper upon the washing the same,
then passing it through a 65
belt and then stripping metal and paper from
“
solution
of
alkali-metal
trisul?d and water,
25 the belt, substantially as described.
removing any excess of moisture from the

_ 2. An-improved method of making metal pa~ belt, then passing it through an electrolytic
per by electrodepositing a ?lm of metal upon' bathof
nickel, next through a bath of copper,
a continuously-moving metal surface or end so timing the treatment as to obtain a rela
less metal belt, which cohsists in ?rst polish tively thicker layer of copper, washing the
ing the surface of the belt and washing the belt, ‘applying an agglutinant to the electro
same, then passing it through a solution of
metal, transferring said electr0de-'
alkali-metal trisul?d and water, removing any deposited
posited metal upon a paper web by causing

excess of moisture from the belt, then expos
ing it to the action of an electric current in

the paper to wind itself upon the belt under

35 a galvanic metal-depositing bat-h, applying pressure and thereafter drying the belt and
the metal paper therefrom, substan
an agglutinant to the eleetrodeposited metal stripping
tially as described.
‘
and transferring said electrodeposited metal ' In testimony whereof I af?x my, signature
upon a paper web by winding said paperiupon in presence of two witnesses.
‘
~ the deposit under pressure and then stripping

40

,

paper and deposit therefrom, substantially as
described.

7

1

3. An improved method of making metal pa-r
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Witnesses:
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ALFRED BORN,
‘ EMIL 'SoH?'TzE.
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